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The object of this paper is to provide an elementary and unified treatment (and 
extension) of results from Van Casteren ]3] and Gardner [7,9] dealing with linear 
subspaces of B*-algebras which are /. /-closed and linear maps between If*-algebras 
which commute with 1.1 or with some other non-afline map, respectively. The 
arguments involve the well-known technique of equating coefficients from the power 
series of (1 t z)“* (cf. Forelli ]6] and Schneider ] 141) and a smoothing device used 
previously to great effect by Deleeuw and Katznelson ] 11 ]. 
THEOREM 1. Let ~8’ be a B*-algebra, that is, an involutory Banach 
algebra satisfying IIx*xII = IIx*I(IIxII for all x E &, .Y a norm-closed linear 
subspace of M’. Suppose that x is a self-adjoint element of d, f is a 
continuous complex-valued function on a compact non-degenerate interval 
[a, b] and that 
(i) f is not a polynomial; and 
(ii) s, t E IR and +llsxlI + t E [a, b] af(sx + t) -f(t) E 9. 
Then 9 contains all the powers x, x2, x3,.... 
Remark. It is not assumed that d contains a unit. If -wz’, = JA? @ C is the 
unitization of ~4, then in (ii) we are applying the continuous function f,(u) = 
f (u + t), on the interval [- )I sx]], ljsx]]] to the element sx E d, and 
f(sx + t) -f(t) is the element f,(sx) -f(t) 1 of dr. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Upon replacing [a, b\ by a suitable subinterval, we 
may assume thatf extends to a function in C&R), which function will still be 
denoted byf. For each E > 0 there exists QEE Cy(IR) such that 
suPP 4, = ]--E, c 1 and yUW= 1. r (1) 
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Delinef, to be the convolution product off and #E: 
Then f, E P(lR); in fact, differentiation behind the integral to get 
successively f j”’ =f * 4:“’ for n = 1, 2,... is easily justified. Since f is 
uniformly continuous on iR, it follows easily that f,-f uniformly on iR as 
E -t 0. 
If 0 ( E < i(b -a), then we claim that f, satisfies condition (ii) with 
[a + E, b - E] in place of [a, b]. The integral in (2) is just a Riemann integral 
and its Riemann sums converge to it uniformly in the parameter t. Therefore, 
due to the continuity properties of the functional calculus, if s, t E IR and 
f JIsxIJ + t E [a + E, b - ~1, we shall have 
s,(sx + t) -f,(t) = 1’ [f(sx + t - u) -f(t - u)] #E(U) du. (3) 
--E 
The right side of (3), being a limit of Riemann sums, lies in the closed vector 
subspace ,ip because of (ii). 
Now choose and fix natural number n. Notice that the polynomials of 
degree at most n, restricted to any interval [c, d], being a finite-dimensional 
subspace of C[c, d], are also a norm-closed subspace. Since f lies outside this 
subspace and f, + f uniformly, it follows that for E > 0 small enough none of 
the functions f, is a polynomial of degree at most n (on Ia -+ E, b - E]). 
Choose and lix E with 0 < E < $(b -a). Then f k”’ is not identically 0 in 
(a + E, b - E), so there exists t, E (a + E, b - E) such thatfr’(t,,) # 0. Set 
and define 
Uk =f8”‘(r,)/k! for k = 0, l,..., n 
g(u)=f,(u +t,)-(u,+u,u + 4.. +u,u"), # E R. (4) 
Then by Ta.ylor’s theorem with remainder, g(u) = O(U”+‘) as u + 0. 
Therefore the functions g,(u) = g(su) are O(s”+ ‘) uniformly in any compact 
set as s + 0. Consequently, 
II g(sx)ll = w+ ‘1 as s-+ 0. 
Since 
fc(sx + t,) = a, + a, sx + . . . + a, 9x” + g(sx), (5) 
we infer that 
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lies in 9 by (ii) and the claim proved earlier. It follows further, since now 
u,sx E 9, that 
azxZ = lim sP2 s~o Ifctsx + to) - a0 - f2 I sx I 
lies in 9. Repetition of this argument lets us conclude that a,x” E 9. Since 
a, # 0, we finally obtain x” E 9, as desired. 
Remark. As indicated in the introductory remarks, this argument is 
taken from Deleeuw and Katznelson [ 111. In consummate detail the various 
claims about 4, and f, are verified in the first author’s monograph [2, 
pp. 54-601. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let 9 be a closed linear subspuce of a B*-algebra XI. 
Suppose that 9 has the property 
(i) xEY*]x+ I]- 1E.Y. 
(Cf. the remark preceding the proof of Theorem 1.) Then Y is a B *- 
subalgebra of d. 
ProoJ Consider x E Y and set x, = x + E for 0 < E < 1. There are 
polynomials p, such that 1 p,(u) - d/u] < l/n for all u E ]O, ]]x]] + I]. Since 
p,(xf XJ -p,(x*x) as E 1 0, and since the continuous functional calculus is 
isometric, j](x~x,)“* - (x*x)“‘]] < 2/ n f or sufficiently small E > 0. That is, 
Ix,] + Ix ] as E 1 0. Rewriting this as 
Ix/= pit t-‘(ltx+ l]- l), 
we see from (i) that Ix/ E 9’. Applying this conclusion to the conclusion in 
(i), we get 
(lx+ l]- l]EY. (6) 
Now we want to show that the function f(t) = / tl and the element 
]x + 1) - 1 satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1 with [a, 6) a neighborhood 
of 0. To this end, define 
x(s, t) =f (s(lx + 1 I - 1) + t) -f(t) 
= Is(lx + 1) - 1) + t/ - Itl, s,tE Ft. 
If t = 0, then x(s, t) = ]s(]x + 1 I - l)], which belongs to 9 by (6). If t # 0, 
then 
Itl-‘x(s,t)=lst-‘(lx+ l(- 1)+ l]- 1 
is also in .Y by two applications of (i). Thus indeed Theorem 1 is applicable. 
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As a particular consequence of Theorem 1, we have that 
(Jx+l~-l)*E~4V.SincealsoxE~and~x+l~-lE~~,weseefromthe 
trivial identity 
x*+x*x=1x+ 1/2--2)x+ I/+ 1 -x+2(1x+ II- 1) 
=(1x+ l/- 1)2-x+2()x+ II- 1) 
that 
x*+x*xey. (7) 
If we apply this conclusion to 2x in the role of x, we have 
2x* + 4x*x E Y, that is, 
x* + 2x*x E 9. (8) 
Subtracting (7) from (8) shows that x*x E 9. Then too 
x* = (x* + x*x) -x*x E 9. In summary, 
xEY*x*EP and x*xE 9. (9) 
Finally, the usual application of the polarization identity 
4ab = (a* t b)* (a* + b) - (a* - b)* (a* - 6) + i(a” - ib)* (a* - ib) 
-(a* + ib)* (a* + ib) (10) 
in conjuction with (9) shows that Y is multiplicatively closed, completing 
the proof. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let .Y be a closed linear subspuce of a B*-algebra sd. 
Suppose that 9 has the property 
(i) xEciP3 1 +(x1-Il-IxIIc.Y. 
Then x*y E 9’ whenever x, y E 9. 
Proof If llxll < 1 then the right side of (i) is just 2 1x1, so by replacing x 
with tx, 0 < t < IIxII-‘, we see that as a consequence of (i) 
xE%Y=PlxlEY. 
In the light of this the condition (i) can be modified to 
6) xE~*l-~l-~xll&-iP 
and therefore Theorem 1 is applicable to (xl and f(u) = 1 - I 1 - u I in a 
neighborhood of 1. We suppress the easy details. 
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THEOREM 2. Let s’, 59 be unital B *-algebras, @ : & + 9 a bounded 
linear map which preserves the units and commutes with the involution. 
Suppose that there exists a continuous, non-afJine function f defined on some 
non-degenerate compact interval [a, b] such that 
(0 fWx>> = @(f(x)> 
for all self-adjoint x E ~4 satisfying sp(x) U sp(@(x)) c [a, b]. Then @(x2) = 
(Q(x))’ for every se&adjoint x E d. 
Proof As in the proof of Theorem 1, we may suppose that f is infinitely 
differentiable and defined throughout R. Since f is not afftne on [a, b], there 
exists to E (a, b) such that f “(t,) # 0. Set ak =f ‘k)(to)/k! for k = 0, 1, 2 and 
define a function g by 
g(u) =f (u + to) - (a0 + a,u + a2u2), UE R. 
Then, as before, g(u) = O(u3) as u -+ 0. 
Given any self-adjoint x E d and any real s with Is/ small enough, we 
have 
a, 4- a,s@(x) + a,s2@(x2) + @(g(sx)) 
= @(f(sx + to)) 3 f (@(sx + to)) 
= a, + a,@,(x) + a2s2@(x)’ + g(@(sx)), 
whence 
a2s”[@(x2) - @(x)‘] =g(@(sx)) - @(g(sx)), 
b2s2 I II @(x2> - @(x>’ II < II gwP(~)>ll + M II g(sx)ll3 (11) 
where M=I(@Il. N ow the functions g,(u) = g(su) are uniformly O(s3) for 
u E [a, b] as s + 0 and the continuous functional calculus is isometric. 
Therefore the right side of (11) is O(s3) as s + 0. Consequently, if we divide 
(11) by s* and then let s -+ 0, we get 
Since a2 # 0, the desired conclusion @(x2) - @p(x)’ = 0 is obtained. 
THEOREM 3. Let .& be a Be-algebra with unit 1, F a Hilbert space and 
@ : .d + .59(R) a linear map satisfying 
6) 1 @(x)1 = @(1x1) for all x E .d. 
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Let .it9 be the weak operator closure in ,z/(F) of the algebra generated b!* 
@(.QY). Then there is a uniquely determined map Y: .ti’ --) .d such that 
(ii) Q(x) = @p(l) Y(x) = Y(x) G(1) for all x E .&. 
Moreover, Y is a (continuous) *-algebra homomorphism. 
Proof: Let I denote the identity operator on YY and put P’= @( 1). 
Hypothesis (i) ensures that @ preserves positivity and (so) the involution. In 
particular, P > 0. 
Since @ preserves the involution, the algebra generated by @(Ed) is 
*-closed. Now it is very easy to see that the weak operator closure of this 
algebra is again an algebra and it is *-closed. That is, .8 is a C*-subalgebra 
of .9(P). 
If x E &’ is unitary, then (@(x)1’ = (@(]x]))’ = (Q(l))* = P*. Similarly, 
1 Q(x)* ]* = 1 @(x*)1’ = P*. Thus Q(x)* Q(x) = P* = Q(x) Q(x)*. This shows 
that a(x) is normal and commutes with P*. But everything which commutes 
with P2 also commutes with P = (P*)“*, since this square root is a limit of 
polynomials in P* (see, e.g., Riesz and Sz-Nagy [ 13, p. 2651). Now & is the 
linear span of its unitary elements (see, e.g., Bonsall and Duncan [ 1, p. 661) 
and so what we have shown implies that P commutes with every element of 
@p(d). Hence 
P commutes with every element of 9. (12) 
Notice also that, since 1x1 < ]lx]] 1 and @ preserves order, 
I @(x)1 = @(l-d> < @(II-d 1) = IIXIIP vx E d. (13) 
Now if E > 0 and we set a = l/PI/ + E, p = /IPI//(IIPjI + E), then 
P+eZ=a(Z--[I-IIPII-‘PI). W e h ave P<IIPIIZ, soO<Z-l/Pll~‘P<Z. 
Since 0 < p < 1, it follows that 
(P+&z)-‘=a-’ c /?“[Z-llPll-‘P]“. (14) 
From (14) we see @(x)(P + cZ)-’ lies in 9, for any x E &. Also (12) and 
(14) ensure that (P + EZ) -’ commutes with 9. Therefore if x E &’ is 
positive and 0 < E, < s2, then Q(x), (P + &,I)-‘, (P + &J-i are commuting 
positive elements of 9’0. Hence their product is positive, so 
O~(&2-&E,)@(x)(P+&,z)-‘(P+&*z)-’ 
= @(x)(P + &,I)-’ - @(x)(P + &*I)-’ 
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and from (12) 
@(x)(P t &*I)-' < IIXII P(P t &,I)-' < II4 1. (15) 
In these circumstances it is elementary to verify lim,10 @(x)(P t &I))’ exists 
in A+??) in the weak operator topology. (Cf. Riesz and Sz-Nagy [ 13, 
p. 2631 for the less elementary fact that even strong operator convergence 
prevails.) Of course this limit lies in 9, since each term does. Since every 
x E ~4 is a linear combination of four positive elements, we infer that the 
above limit exists for every x E J/ and we can make the definition 
Y(x) = hm$ @(x)(P + &I) - ’ VxEd. (16) 
It is then evident that Y is linear, preserves the *-operation (because 
(P t &I))’ commutes with @(A?)), maps ~8 into 9 and satisfies 
@(x)=PY(x)= !P(x)P VxEd. (17) 
The latter follows from the identity 
Q(x)-P@(x)(P + &I)-' = &@(X)(P + &I)-'. 
From the same identity we infer that G(x) = Q(x) Y(1) and similarly @p(x) = 
Y(1) Q(x). Since products of such G(x) are weak-operator dense in A?, we 
have finally 
Y(l)A =A =AY(l) VA E 28. (18) 
Consider any A E 2. Since then A * E 9 and ]A ] E A?, it follows from 
(12) that P commutes with A * and with ]A 1, hence 
(19) 
and P (A ], as the product of commuting positive elements, is also positive. 
Since positive square roots in A?(&?) are unique, (19) yields 
PIA(=IPAI VA E 9. (20) 
But then 
PYY(lxl) = @(lxl> = 1@3(x)l by 6) 
= lWx)l 
= p I Wx)l by (20), since Y(x) E 9. (21) 
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Now ifA,,A,E9 and PA,=PA,, then (P+EI)-‘PA,=(P+E~)-~PA~ 
and letting E 10 gives, by (16), Y(l)A, = Y(l)A,, hence by (18), A, =A,. 
Thus from (2 1) we infer 
41x1) = I Y(x)1 VxEd. (22) 
This argument also confirms that (16) uniquely determines Y as a mapping 
into 9. 
From (15) and (16) we have 11 Y(u(lx~)~~ < I/xI( and together with (22) this 
says II Wx)ll = II I WI II < Il4l f or a x, i.e., Y is a bounded operator. In view 11 
of this, (18) and (22), Theorem 2 is applicable and entails that 
Y(x’) = (Y(x))’ 
For any x E JZ? we now have 
for all self-adjoint x E: &‘. (23) 
Y(x*x) = Y(u(lxI*) (3 Y(lxl)’ (3 / Y(x)12 = Y(x)* Y(x). 
From this and the polarization identity (see Eq. (10) in the proof of 
Corollary 1.1) it follows that Y is a homomorphism. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 3. 
Remarks. (I) In Corollary 1.1, condition (i) may be replaced by the 
condition 
where II is any complex number different from 1. 
To see this, we expand jtx + 1 I - lIfx + 11 into a power series in t via the 
binomial formula for the square root, as before. By looking at the coefficient 
of t, we see that 9 is *-closed. By looking at the coefficient of t*, we can 
conclude (after some combinatorial arguments) that x*x E 9’ provided 
L # -1. In case 1= -1 the coefticient of t* is 0 and we must deal with that 
of t3. After a welter of combinatorial arguments, however, we can prove, 
even in this case, that 9 is a B*-algebra. We spare the reader these details. 
(II) Suppose in Theorem 2 that condition (i) is replaced by the con- 
dition 
.0@(x)> < @(f(x)) 
for all self-adjoint x E .J/’ satisfying sp(x) U sp(@(x)) c [a, b). Then the 
appropriate conclusions are: 
(a) Iffis not convex, then @(x2) < G(x)‘. 
(b) If is not concave, then @(x2) > Q(x)‘. 
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And therefore: 
(c) Iff is neither convex nor concave, then @(x2) = Q(x)‘. 
(III) Theorem 3 should also be compared with the main result of 
Iwanik [lo], where the algebras are commutative but SY need not be B*. 
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